This paper introduces a new and unconventional approach to the design and implementation of a database system, the multi-lingual databa .. ,,,, ,tem (MLDS). The multi-lingual database system is a single database system that can execute many transactions written respectively in different data languages and support many databases structured correspondingly in various data models, i.e., DL/I transactions on hierarchical databases, CODASYL-DML transactions on network databases, SQL transactions on relational databases and Daplex transactions on functional databases. Thus, a multi-lingual database system allows the old transactions and existing databases to be migrated to the new environment, the experienced user to continue to utilize certain favorite features of existing data languages and data models, the new user to explore the strong features of the various data languages and data models, the hardware upgrade to be focused on a single system instead of a heterogeneous collection of database systems , and the database application to cover wider types of transactions and different modes of interactions.
INTRODUCTION
Data models, data languages and database systems have evolved over a number of years. For instance, in the sixties, IBM introduced the Information Management System (IMS) , which supports the hierarchical data model and the hierarchical-model-based data language, Data Language I (DL/I). In the seventies, Sperry Univac introduced the DMS-llOO database system, offering the network data model and the network-model-based data language, CODASYL Data Manipulation Language (DML). The evolution continued with IBM's introduction oC the SQL/Data System in the eighties which supports the relational model and the relational model-based :data language, Structured English Query Language (SQL) and with CeA's introduction of the Daplex data language based on the Cunctional data model. As in the evolution of software laden database systems, the hardware-assisted database systems followed the same pattern.
Thus, the experimental CASSMsO database machine oC the seventies supported the hierarchical data model and data language. The prototyped XDMST database backend also of the seventies supported the network data model and CODASYL-DML. More recently, the Britton-Lee IDM/500 and the Teradata DBC/I012 support the relational data model and relational-model-based data languages similar to SQL.
Whether they are database software systems or database hardware machines, the conventional approach to their design and implementation has been typified by the following steps. First, a specific data model for the database system or machine is chosen.
Second , a corresponding model-based data language is then specified.
Finally, a system or machine which specifically supports the model and language is designed and implemented. The result of this traditional approach to the database-system development is a mono lingual database system where the user sees and uses the database system with a specific data model and its model-based data language.
The accepted pn.ctice for the database-system design and
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implementation mandates that a database system must be mono lingual , i.e., restricted to a single data model and a specific model based data language. Why should a database system be restricted to a single data model and a specifi c model-based data language? In other words, why shouldn't a database system be multi-lingual? Let us review the evolution of operating systems before answering this question.
The early operating systems, like the present database systems, have individually supported a specific set of data structures and a single programming language which defines and manipulates the structured data. For example , the Fortran Monitor System oC the fifties has supported an operating-system environment for a single programming language (i.e., Fortran) and its corresponding data structures (e.g., Fortran arrays and variables). As operating system evolved through the sixties and seventies and into the eighties, the same operating environment supported a variety of data structures and their programming languages. For example, the Unix operating system supports traditional programming languages such as C,
Pascal, and Fortran, list-processing programming languages such as Lisp, and logic programming languages such as Prolog. All programs written in the aforementioned languages (using the corresponding data structures can be run in the same operating system which is also responsible for managing all of the physical resources shared by the running programs and their data structures.
Given this characterization of the operating-systems evolution, we can draw an interesting analogy between operating systems and database systems. The concepts of the modern operating systems, programming languages, data structure9, and. shared resources are analogous to the concepts of modern database systems, data languages, data models and shared databases.
Since a modern operating system executes and supports the user's programs in different programming languages and data strudures, a modern database system should also execute and support the user's transactions in different data languages and data models. Since a modern operating system provides access to and management of a common set of resources for the running programs, a modern database system should also provide access to and management of a large collection of shared databases for the running transactions. Finally, since a modern operating system provides many modes of access such as interactive programming and batch processing.. a modern database system should also provide many modes of access such as ad-hoc queries and transaction processing. With this analogy, we respond to the question in the previous section that a modern database system should be able to support multiple data models and their different data languages and provide various modes of access to the databases.
Such a modern database system is termed the multi-lingual databau '/ldem (M LDS).
The multi-lingual database system (MLDS), is a single database system that can exec ute many transactions written respectively in different data languages and su pport many databases structured correspondingly in various data models. For example, the multi lingual database system can run DL/I transactions on hierarchical databases, CODASYL-DML transactions on network databases, SQL transactions on relational databases and Daplex transactions on
Cunctional databases. where the system appears to the user like a heterogeneous collection of database systems. Thus, the multi-lingual database system allows the old transactions and existing databases to be migrated to the new environment, the experienced user to continue to utilize certain favorite features of existing data languages and data models, the new user to explore the strong features of the various data languages and data models, the hardware upgrade to be focused on a single system instead of a heterogeneous collection of database systems, and the database application to cover wider. types of transactions and different modes of interactions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the multi-lingual database system, focusing on its practical merits, new functionalities, theoretical issues, and basic structure. We also examine other approaches to supporting multiple data models and languages, as well as the implementation details of
MLDS.
In Section 3, we examine the mapping techniques, in particular, mapping relational and hierarchical data to the data of MLDS, as well as mapping SQL and DL/I operations to the operations of MLDS. Finally, in Section 4 we conclude this paper, indicate our other related work, and speculate on our future work in
2. THE MULTI-LINGUAL DATABASE SYSTEM
Issues and Merits ofMLDS
The issues and merits of the multi-lingual database system fall into three categories. First, by stu�ying the practical merit. of we can examine the complexity of the transformation and translation processes.
The OrganizatioD of MLDS
The system structure of a multi-lingual database system is shown in Figure 1 . Users issue transactions through the language interface layer (LIL) using a user-chosen data model (UDM) and written in a corresponding model-based data language (UDL (KMS). KMS has two tasks. First, if the user specifies that a new database is to be created, KMS transforms the UDM-database definition to an equivalent kernel-data-model-(KDM)-database definition. The KDM-database definition is then sent to the kernel controller (KC). KC sends the KDM-database definition to the kernel database system (KDS). Upon completion, KDS notifies KC, which in turn, notifies the user that the database definition has been processed and that the loading of the database may commence.
The second task of KMS is to handle UDL transactions. In this situation, KMS translates the UDL transaction to an equivalent kernel-dath-Ianguage (KDL) transaction. KMS then sends the KDL transaction to KC, which in turn, sends the KDL transaction to KDS for execution. Upon completion, KDS sends the results in KDM form back to KC. KC forwards these results to the kernel formatting system (KFS) for transforming them from the KDM form to the UDM form. After the data is transformed, KFS returns the results, i.e., the response set, to the user via LIL.
There is one final note of importance on the general system structure. Four of the five components of the multi-lingual database system, namely, LIL, KMS, KC, and KFS, are referred to as a language interface. A new language interface is required for each chosen data language. For example, there is a set of LIL, KMS, KC, and KFS for the relational/SQL language interface, a separate set of these four components for the hierarchical/DL/I language interface, a third set of components for the network/CODASYL-DML language interface and a fourth set for the functional/Daplex language interface. KDS, on the other hand, is a single and major component that is accessed and shared by all of the various language interfaces as depicted in Figure 2 . 
2.S. Other Approaches to MLDS
'In the areas of data-model transformation and data-language translation, there are other efforts. In one effort, the goal is to examine the capability of an existing database system in supporting another data model and language on the existing system. The work of Katz18 supports the network data model and CODASYL-DML data language on a relational system. Furthermore, the support of ' the relational data model and data language on a network system and the support of the network data model and data language on a relational database system have been examined by Larson.22 Each of these examinations is essentially restricted to the mapping from one data model and data language to another data model and data language. We refer to their approaches as the one-to-one mapping approaeh.
The other effort in data-model transformation and data language translation focuses on communicating with a heterogeneous collection of separate database systems via a local-area network. In this effort, a global data model and global data language is defined.
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By using a global data model and global data language, the user is able to obtain uniform access to a number of database systems based on different data models and data languages. I ( The CCA Multibase System,28 UCLA DBMS,8 SDC Mermaidu and NBS XDMS20 are examples of database systems each of which maps a single(global) data model and single(global) data language to a collection of data models and data languages, e.g., the one-ta-many mapping approaeh.
It is interesting to note that MLDS described herein maps respectively many different data models and data languages to a single(kernel) data model and a single(kernel) data language which is the ma"1t" ta-one mapping approaeh. The one-to-many mapping approach is the reverse of the many-to-one mapping approach and the one-to-one mapping approach is a special case of the more general case of the many-to-one mapping approach.
The hnplementation of MLDS
The four language interfaces of MLDS (i.e., the SQL, DL/I, CODASYL-DML and Daplex language interfaces) are implemented on a VAX-ll/780 running the 4.2 B.S.D Unix operating system. All of the modules of each language interface have been coded using the C programming language. 19 The size of each language interface ranges from 4,000 to 5.000 lines of code. Initially, the interaction between the language interface and the kernel database system (KDS) is "mulated. After each language interface is thoroughly debugged and tested, it is then integrated with KDS. The integrated version of four language interfaces is currently operational at the Laboratory for Database Systems Research.
Choosing a Kernel Data Model and Language
As a prerequisite for examining our experience with MLDS, we first explore the two goals of the mapping process, i.e., data-model transformation and data-language translation. In data-model transformation, we must be sure that the data semantics are preserved. When converting a database (modeled in, for example, one of the four aforementioned models) to a kernel database, we must insure that an equivalent and complete database can be created. In other words, the source(user) database and the transformed target(kernel) database have the same semantics. In data-language translation, we must be sure that the translated transaction operations are equivalent. Thus, when translating .. source(user) tra.nsaction (written in, for example, one of the four aforementioned data I .. ngu .. ges) to .. target(kernel) transaction written in the kernel data language, we must insure that the access of the stored d .. tabase by the target transaction results in the correct action on the database as required by the source transaction. Consequently, semantic preservation of the database and operational equivalence of the transactions are respectively the goals of the data-model transformation and the d .. ta-Ianguage translation.
To us, the key decision in the development of a multi-lingual database system is therefore the choice of a kernel dat .. model and kernel-model-based data language, so that semantic preservation .. nd operational equivalence can be facilitated with ease. In our effort, we experiment with the attribute-based data model proposed by Hsi .. o I 6 , extended by Wong", and studied by Rothnie,g as the kernel data model. The attribute-based data language (ABDL) defined in Banerjee2 and extended by Tung" is therefore chosen as the kernel data language. The main question is whether or not the attribute based data model and data l .. nguage are capable of supporting the required data-model transformations and data-language translations. Is it easy to tr .. nsform a relational, hierarchical, network or functional database to an attribute-based database with the data semantics intact? C .. n SQL, DL/I, CODASYL-DML and Daplex operations be translated easily to ABDL operations with the transaction operations being equivalent?
The series of papers"u have shown how the relational hier .. rchical, and network data can be transformed to attribute-based data and also presented some preliminary work on the corresponding data-language translations. More recently, the complete sets of algorithms for the data-language translation from SQL to ABDV5,27, from DL/I to ABDL,!! from CODASYL-DML to ABDL,!5 and from Daplex to ABDL,15 have been specified. Softwllre development efforts for the language interfaces, (i.e., one set of L1L, KMS, KFS, and KC for the relational interface", another set for the hierarchical interface21 and a third set for the network interfaceU), and a fourth set for the functional interfacel,24 have been completed.
Another, equally important reason, for choosing the attribute based data model as the kernel data model and ABDL as the kernel data language lies in the availability of a resellrch database system in the Laboratory for Database Systems Research. This database system, the mu/ti-backend databa.e '!Idem (MBDS), uses respectively the attribute-based data model and ABDL as the native data model and data language of the system. Thus, MBDS can serve as an ideal test bed for KDS. The interested reader may refer to Demurjian and Hsiaoll,12 for an overview of the structure and operation of MBDS. In the attribute-based data model, data is considered in the following constructs: database, file, record, attribute-value pair, keyword, attribute-value range, directory keyword, non-directory keyword, directory, record body, keyword predicate, and query. Informally, a databa.e consists of a collection of files. Each file contains a group of records which lire chllracterized by a unique set of keywords. A record is composed of two Pllrts. The first part is a collection of attribute-value pair. or keyword.. An attribute-value pair is a member of the Cllrtesian product of the attribute name and the value domain of the attribute. As an example, <POPULATION, 25000> is an attribute-value pair having 25000 as the value for the population attribute. A record contains at most one attribute-value pair for each attribute defined in the database. Certain attribute value pairs of a record (or a file) are called the directory keyword. of the record (file), because either the attribute-value pairs or their attribute-value ranges lire kept in a directory for identifying the records (files). Those attribute-value pairs which lire not kept in the directory are called non-directorl! keyword.. The rest of the record is textual information, which is referred to as the record bodl/. An example of a record is shown below. «FILE, USCensus>, <CITY, Monterey>, <POPULATION, 25000>, {Temperate climate})
The angle brackets, <,>, enclose an attribute-value pair, i.e., keyword. The curly brackets, {,}, include the record body. The first attribute-value pair of all records of a file, by convention, is the same. In particulllr, the attribute is FILE and the value is the file name. A record is enclosed in the parenthesis. For example, the above sample record is from the US Census file.
. The records of the database may be identified by keyword predicates. A kel/word predicate is a 3-tuple consisting of a directory attribute, a relational operator (=, !=, >, <, ;:. , .:;; ), and an attribute value, e. g., POPULATION;:. 20000 is a keyword predicate. More specifically, it is a greater-than-or-equal-to predicate. Combining keyword predicates in disjunctive normal form chllracterizes a query of the database. The query (FILE = US Census and CITY = Monterey) or (FILE = US Census and CITY = San Jose) will be satisfied by all records of the US Census file with the CITY of either Monterey or San Jose. For clarity, we also employ parentheses for bracketing conjunctions in a query. The attribute-based data language supports the five primary database operations, INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE, RETRIEVE, and RETRIEVE-COMMON. A rcqued in the ABDL is a primary operation with a qualification. A qualification is used to specify the part of the database that is to be operated on. Two or more requests may be grouped together to form a tran.action. Now, let us illustrate the five types of requests and forgo their formal specifications.
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The INSERT request is used to insert a new record into the database. The qualification of an INSERT request is a list of keywords with or without a record body being inserted. In the following example, an INSERT request that will insert a record INSERT « FILE, USCensus>, <CITY, Cumberland>, <POPULATION, 40000»
without a record body into the USCensus file for the city Cumberland with a population of 40,000.
A DELETE request is used to remove one or more records from the database. The qualification of a DELETE request is a query. The following example is a request that will delete all records whose DELETE ((FILE = US Census) and (POPULATION> 100000» population is greater than 100,000 in the US Census file.
An UPDATE request is used to modify records of the database. The qualification of an UPDATE request consists of two parts, the query and the modifier. The query specifies which records of the database are to be modified. The modifier specifies how the records being modified are to be updated. The following example is an UPDATE (FILE = USCensus) (POPULATION = POPULATION + 5000)
UPDA TE request that will modify all records of the USCensus file by increasing all populations by 5,000. In this example, (FILE USCensus) is the query and (POPULATION = POPULATION + 5000) is the modifier.
The RETRIEVE request is used to retrieve records of the database. The qualification of a retrieve request consists of a query, a target-list, and a by-clause. The query specifies which records are to be retrieved. The target-list consists of a list of output attributes. It may also consist of an aggregate operation, i. e., AVG, COUNT, SUM, MIN, MAX, on one or more output attribute values. The optional by-clause may be used to group records when an aggregate operation is specified. The RETRIEVE request in the following example will retrieve the city names and populations of all records Lastly , the RETRIEVE-COMMON request is used to merge two files by common attribute-values. Logically, the RETRIEVE COMMON request can be considered as a transaction of two retrieve requests that are processed serially. In the following example, the
RETRIEVE ((FILE
=
RETRIEVE ((FILE = CanadaCensus) and (POPULATION;:' 100000» (CITY) COMMON (POPULATION, POPULATION) RETRIEVE «(FILE = US Census) and (POPULATION;:' 100000» (CITY)
RETRIEVE-COMMON request will find all records in the CanadaCensus file with population greater than 100,000, find all records in the US Census file with population greater than 100,000, identify records of respective files whose population figures lire common, and return the two city names whose cities have the same population figures. ABDL provides five seemingly simple database operations, which lire nevertheless capable of supporting complex and comprehensive transactions.
bnpJementing the Kernel Mapping System
The hellrt of the kernel mapping system (KMS) is a parser translator. As mentioned ellrlier, our development environment is the Unix operating system. To program the KMS parser-translator we utilized two compiler-generation tools provided by Unix, namely, Lex2! and Y ACC.17 Lex, short for lexical analyzer generator, is a program generator designed for lexical processing of input chllracter streams. Given a regular-expression description of the input strings, LEX generates a program that partitions the input stream into tokens and provides these tokens on demand to the parser. Yacc, short for yet-another-compiler compiler, is a program generator designed for the syntactic processing of a tokenized input stream. In our case, the input strings to Lex are transactions written in UDL, i. e., transactions written in SQL, DL/I, CODASYL-DML, or Daplex. The tokenized version of these transactions is passed to Yacc. Yacc takes the tokenized transaction and verifies it against a set of grammar rules which describe the UDL grammar, i. e., a Backus-Naur form (BNF) representation of SQL, DL/I, CODASYL-DML, or Daplex. As Yacc parses the tokenized transaction, the mapping of the UDL transactions to KDL transactions occurs, i.e., the mapping of SQL to ABDL, DLjI to ABDL, CODASYL-DML to ABDL, or Daplex to ABDL. At the completion of this phase, Yacc generates a list of one or more KDL transactions that are equivalent to the input UDL transaction. This list of KDL transactions is then passed to the kernel controller (KC) for execution. One final note, the size oC the KMS module oC each language interCace consists of approximately 1,500 to 2,500 lines of C and Yacc code, thereby comprising about half of the total software size of a language interface.
S. TRANSFORMATIONS AND TRANSLATIONS
In this section we provide examples for two particul ar data model transformations, i.e., Crom relational to attribute-based and from hierarchical to attribute-based. In this presentation, we stress how we obtain the semantic preservation of UDM in KDM. This section also provides an overview of the two corresponding data language translations, i.e., Crom SQL to ABDL and from DLjl to ABDL. In this presentation, we provide some insight into how KC insures the semantic preservation of UDM in KDM, achieves operational equivalence of UDL in KDL, and mimics the UDM-UDL execution environment. Due to obvious space limitations, we do not include herein our other work on data-model transformations (i.e., from network to attribute-based and from functional to attribute based). Nor do we include herein our other work on data-language translation (i.e., from CODASYL-DML to ABDL and from Daplex to ABDL). Even on the data-language translations oC the relational to attribute-based and hierarchical to attribute-based, we resort to a partial presentation to conserve space. The reader is referred to Demurjian10 for a complete and formal presentation of data-model Briefly, let us describe the data relationships of this database.
First, each course is uniquely identified by a course number, and has a title and a description, i. e., the Course relation. A particular course may have one or more prerequisite courses, i. e., the Prereq relation.
An offering describes the where (date) , when (location) and how (format ) of courses offered in the database, i.e., the Offering re lation.
A particular course may have one or more offerings, uniquely identified by the date of the offering, i.e., the Schedule relation.
The mapping of the relational data to the attribute-based data is straightforward. The concepts of a database, a relation, and a 48 tuple in the relational d ata correspond to a database, a file, and a record in the attribute-based data. So, the relational database shown in Figure 3 can be mapped to the attribute-based database given in In Figure 4 , each relational attribute has been transformed into an attribute-based keyword. Unlike the relational specification in Figure  3 , where the values of the tu pIes need not appear, the attribute-based specification in Figure 4 requires a place holder in each keyword for the attribute value. This place holder is denoted with the word "value." Additionally, a keyword which identifies the relation has been added, i.e., the one with the attribute File.
S.1.2. Hierarchical Data to Attribute-Based Data
Hierarchical data is organized into oecurrence. of .egment.. A databaot is a collection of segments, structured in a hierarchical or tree-like fashion. The occurrences in a given segment have the prope rty that no two occurrences are identical. The fields of an occurrence are distinct. Additionally, an occurrence in one segment may correspond to one or more occurrences of another segment. Such a correspondence is often characterized as a parent-child relationship between the two segment types, i.e., a parent has one or more children.
A definition of the Course-Prereq-Offering hierarchical database, equivalent to the relational database of Figure 3 , is given in In the hierarchical version of the database, courses are uniquely identified by course numbers and have titles and descriptions, i.e., the Course(root ) segment occurrences. Each course has one or more prerequisite courses (i.e., a one-ta-many relationship) , as indicated by the arrow between the Course and Prereq segments in Figure 5 .
Similarly, each course has one or more dates on which the course is offered (i.e., also a one-ta-many relationship) , as indicated by the arrow from the Course segment to the Offering Segment. A hierarchy has levels. The (root) level of the root segment is defined to be level O. The children of the root are at level 1. The grandchildren of the root are at level 2, and so on.
The mapping of the hierarchical data to the attribute-based data is also straightforward. The concepts of a database, a segment, and an occurrence in the hierarchical data correspond to a database, a file, and a record in the attribute-based data. The major emphasis when mapping hierarchical data to attribute-based data is to somehow encode the one-ta-many relationships represented in the hierarchy. This of course must be done in order to insure that the data semantics of the hierarchical data are preserved in the attribute based data. To capture the hierarchical relationship of any segment in the hierarchy , we include in the attribute-based record the sequence fields along the hierarchical path from the root segment to a particular segment. In this way, the hierarchical database shown in Figure 5 can be mapped to the attribute-based database given in Figure 6 . Again, we use "value" as the place holder for a particular attribute value . In Figure 6 , we see that each field of a segment occurrence has been transformed into a keyword of a record. In order to differentiate between segments, the segment name has been included as an attribute value in the File keyword. This of course corresponds to the method used to encode the relation name in Figure 4 . Finally, we see that the sequence field for the Course segment has been cascaded into the attribute-based record types for Prereq and Offering. This is used to capture the one-to-many relationship between the Course segment and the Prereq segment, and between the Course segment and the Offering segment. The method in which the kernel controller utilizes and maintains the one-to-many relationships of a hierarchical database within the attribute-based equivalent is discussed in Section 3.2.2.
S.2. The Data-Language Translations

S.2.1. SQL Queries to AB DL Requests
In this section, we present an informal overview of the translation of SQL SELECTS and SQL nested-SELECTS, to ABDL RETRIEVE requests. We also explore the execution sequence that 
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The query of the ABDL request must be specified in disjunctive normal form. The target-list consists of the attributes to be retrieved from the database with optional aggregate operators applied. The optional BY clause is used to sort the data.
To translate the simple SQL SELECT, we first generate the query of the ABDL RETRIEVE. The query consists of the combination of the boolean expression in the WHERE clause (i.e., Course# = CS4322) with a predicate to identify the attribute-based file being referenced (i.e., File = Prereq) . These two keywords can be easily combined into a disjunctive normal form to yield the query ( (File = Prereq) and (Course# = CS4322)). The next component of the ABDL RETRIEVE is the target-list, which simply consists of the attributes in the select-list of the SQL SELECT, namely , I ourse# , Pcourse#). The final component of the ABDL RETRIEVE ' is the BY clause, and is a direct translation from the SQL ORDER BY clause, yielding, BY Pcourse#. By concatenating these three components together, the simple SQL SELECT is translated into the ABDL RETRIEVE shown below. For submission to the KDS (i.e., MBDS) , the request is enclosed in curly braces.
{ RETRIEVE ((File = Prereq) and (Course# = CS4322)) (Course#, Pcourse# ) BY Pcourse#}
After the translation is complete, the ABDL request is passed to KC . KC controls the execution process of the request in order to insure operational equivalence. For the straightforward translation just described, KC submits the ABDL request to KDS. When the results are returned from KDS, they are routed to KFS for subsequent display . In this case, KFS displays the results in tabular form. Notice that the first request, Ri, corresponds to the inner nested SELECT (i.e., the one involving the Offering relation). On the other hand, R2 corresponds to the outer nested-SELECT (i.e., the one involving the Schedule relation) . In the general case, a n-level nested-SELECT query translates to n ABDL RETRIEVE requests. We also notice that R2 is specified with a place holder (denoted by the asterisks). We now present an overview of the data-language translation from DL/I GU and GN statements to ABDL RETRIEVE requests. Our major emphasis in this section is examining the execution sequence and responsibilities of KC to insure operational equivalence. The complete data-language translation from DL/I to ABDL is documented by Weishar.35 The implementation of the DL/l language interface, is reported by Benson and Wentz.6 The general form of a DL/I GU or GN differs only in the operation type, and is shown below . The dml-operator can be either GU, GN The sorting, via the BY clause, is used to simulate the hierarchical structure of the data in an IMS system. This in turn helps insure the operational equivalence of the ABDL requests. In the general case, a n-Ievel DL/I GU or GN translates to n ABDL RETRIEVE requests.
The emphasis here is on the execution sequence of requests R3 and R4 by KC. KC begins by executing R3. When R3 is sent to KDS for execution. a course number corresponding to the advanced database-systems course is returned in the result buffer. Say, the returned course number is CS4322. KC takes this course number and reforms the request R4 by inserting CS4322 for the place holder marked by asterisks. The reformed request R4 is then sent to KDS In this case, KFS would forward the first result in this buffer, namely, "CS4322, CS3450, Systems Programming", to the user (i.e., recall that a GU is logically equivalent to a get-first and is used to establish so the current position of the database) . At this point, the current position of the database has been established at the second segment occurrence in the result buffer. Now suppose, that the DL/I statement GN Prereq appears at the 111. This statement is also translated into R4 by KMS, and is then sent to KC. Due to the intelligence of KC, the request R4 is not resubmitted to KDS for processing. Instead, using the current position of the database, the second segment occurrence of the result buffer, namely , "CS4322, CS4300, Intro. Database Systems", is forwarded to the user. Besides operational equivalence, KC of the hierarchical language interface is also able to provide optimiz ations on data access and retrieval.
S.2.S. Comments on the Data-Language Translations
Our main goal in the development of the multi-lingual database system is to demonstrate the fe asibility of supporting many languages within a single database system. To this end, we made certain decisions concerning the implementation of the four language interfaces. In both the relational and the hierarchical language interfaces, there are a number of features that have been omitted to simplify the implementation effort. In the relational/ SQL interface, the facilities of views, security, updating multiple attributes in a single SQL UPDATE request, computing algebraic expressions in the select-list, eliminating duplicates, and retrieval using union have all been omitted. In the hierarchical/DL/I interface, the facilities of logical database records, segment insertion based on current position, and supporting some of the infrequently utilized segment-search argument command codes have been omitted. The reader is referred to Kloepping and Mack21 and Benson and Wentz6 for a more detailed account of the omissions in the relational and hierarchical interfaces, respectively. However, we feel that these decisions in no way compromise our goal of demonstrating multi-language support.
CONCLU SIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We do not provide a traditional conclusion to this paper. Instead, we provide some thoughts on our future work, which may be characterized by the three questions below.
Question One: Can we develop techniques that can be used to compare and contrast the different data-model transformations in order to provide a paradigm for measuring or gauging the complexity of data models? Our intention is to show t h at there may be a ranking of data models with respect to a data model's semantic richness. Our use of the techniques so far suggests that the data models can be ranked as follows, with respect to their semantic richness: As we proceed from the bottom to the top of the table, each data model inherits the relationships of the previous data models, i.e., the network data model has many-to-many, one-to-many , and data grouping relationships among their data aggregates. Thus, semantic richness may be defined in terms of relationships.
Question Two: How can we estimate, gauge and measure the complexity of a data-language translation? Our study indicates that the complexity of a data-language translation is dependent on three different things: (1) the type of source and target data languages (i.e., procedural vs. non-procedural) , (2) the degree of history sensitivity (i.e., data currency) that is required to carry out the source data-language operations and that is supported by the target data language, and (3) the data relationships that are supported by the underlying data model of both the source and target data languages. That is, given particular instances of source and target dat a languages, we can examine the complexity of a data· language translation by identifying the three characteristics listed above for each data language. We can also develop a scheme by which we can compare and contrast the different data· language translations via the above characteristics. The reader is referred to Demurjian 10 , for a complete and detailed examination of the answers to the /irst two questions .
Currently , each database is accessed via either the language interface that created the database or via the kernel data language (i.e., ABDL) directly. This leads us to the third question . 
